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https://www.addtoany.com/share#url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.artweek.com%2Fevents%2Funited-kingdom%2Fart-exhibition%2Flondon%2Fdouble-take&title=Double Take&description=A two-venue exhibition exploring the relationship between drawing and photography%2C taking place at Drawing Room and The Photographer%E2%80%99s Gallery%2C London. Drawing and photography are each considered the most direct%2C %E2%80%98transparent%E2%80%99 media with which to engage with the world.%C2%A0 They share fascinating parallels%3A%C2%A0 the relationship to the indexical%2C the blank sheet of paper or surface%2C graphite and silver%2C pencil weight and aperture%2C the sense of an invisible %E2%80%98apparatus%E2%80%99 (the camera and pencil)%2C the engagement with surface%2C light%2C negative and positive and the trace.%C2%A0Double Take%C2%A0seeks to explore the multifarious ways photography and drawing have been combined and mirrored to extend both practices into new arenas in modern and contemporary practices.
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Web: Web:  https://drawingroom.org.uk/
Telephone:  Telephone:  +44 (0) 207 394 5657

A two-venue exhibition exploring the relationship between drawing and photography, taking place at Drawing Room and
The Photographer’s Gallery, London.

Drawing and photography are each considered the most direct, ‘transparent’ media with which to engage with the world. 
They share fascinating parallels:  the relationship to the indexical, the blank sheet of paper or surface, graphite and silver,
pencil weight and aperture, the sense of an invisible ‘apparatus’ (the camera and pencil), the engagement with surface,
light, negative and positive and the trace. Double Take seeks to explore the multifarious ways photography and drawing
have been combined and mirrored to extend both practices into new arenas in modern and contemporary practices.

Venue:  Venue:  
Drawing Room Unit 8 Rich Estate 46 Willow Walk London SE1 5SF
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DRAWING LINES London 06/01/2016 to 07/03/2016

Doo-plis-i-tee (Unknown Knowns) SASHA BOWLES London 05/12/2016 to 05/29/2016

LI HUASHENG - THE MEDITATION ROOM London 06/02/2016 to 07/28/2016

Dóra Maurer. 6 out of 5 London 05/24/2016 to 07/09/2016
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